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NASA Challenges
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Mission Assurance Challenges 
 NASA’s Mission Assurance faces challenges
– Changing missions
– Changing acquisition models
– Changing engineering practices
– Changing technology
 We must reconsider our practices to stay relevant
– Don’t necessarily hang on to ‘proven’ practices
– Consider the intent behind R&M methods and techniques
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“Subset of Considerations”
 Focus on the what:
– Emphasize R&M objectives and related strategies
– Provide greater flexibility to select methods and 
techniques
– Allow for innovation and adaptation to new 
engineering practices
– Facilitate self-assessment and independent review
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Decomposition of R&M Objectives 
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Objec ve: System remains func onal for intended life me, 
environment, opera ng condi ons and usage  
(2) 
Strategy: Assess quan ta ve reliability measures and recommend or 
support changes to system design and/or opera ons  
(2.B) 
Objec ve: system and its elements are 
designed to withstand nominal and 
extreme loads and stresses (radia on, 
temperature, pressure, mechanical, …) 
for the life of the mission  
(2.A.1) 
Strategy: Apply  design 
standards to incorporate margin 
to account for variable and 
unknown stresses 
(2.A.1.A) 
Strategy: Understand failure mechanisms, eliminate and/or control 
failure causes, degrada on and common cause failures, and limit failure 
propaga on to reduce likelihood of failure to an acceptable level 
(2.A) 
Objec ve: System or its elements are 
not suscep ble to common‐cause 
failures 
(2.A.2) 
Strategy: Evaluate and control 
coupling factors and shared 
causes between redundant (or 
dependent) components  
(2.A.2.A) 
Strategy:  Evaluate and control 
nominal stresses and related 
failure causes  
(2.A.1.B) 
Strategy: Evaluate and control 
poten al for extreme stresses 
and related failure causes  
(2.A.1.C) 
Strategy: Determine reliability 
alloca on 
(2.B.1.A) 
Objec ve: System and its components 
meet quan ta ve reliability criteria 
(2.B.1) 
Context:  Descrip on of 
opera ng environment, 
including sta c, cyclical, 
and randomly varying loads 
Strategy: Perform qualifica on 
tes ng and life demonstra on to 
verify design for intended use 
(2.A.1.D) 
Strategy: Es mate reliability 
based on applicable 
performance data, historical 
data of similar systems, and/or 
physics‐based modeling 
(2.B.1.B) 
Strategy: Support design trades 
based on reliability analysis  
(2.B.1.C) 
Strategy: Plan and perform life 
tes ng  
(2.B.1.D) 
Strategy: Track  and monitor 
reliability performance over me 
(2.B.1.E) 
Sub – Obj. 
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R&M Hierarchy 
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Laying the Foundation
 Logically decompose top-level R&M objective
– Use elements of the Goal Structuring Notation
– Structure shows why strategies are to be applied
 Structure forms basis for a proposed R&M standard
– Specifies the technical considerations to be 
addressed by projects
– Forms basis for evaluation of plans, design, and 
assurance products
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Summary
 Changes in missions, acquisition/engineering practices, 
and technology challenge proven R&M practices
 Define R&M objectives and strategies to enable 
adaptation and innovation 
 Logically decompose the top-level R&M objective to 
identify the elements of an R&M argument
